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Abstract—Recently, the number of cars on the road has been
growing due to the increase in car manufacturing in parallel
with customer services provided to help the new driver to buy
cars at affordable prices. On the other hand, we find that the
infrastructure of big cities cannot support this number of cars and
with the disorganization of parking places in the city this problem
will lead us to have serious problem in the city which involves
the increase of drivers requests to find the nearest parking places
to avoid traffic congestion in those areas. In parallel today we
talk about the concept of smart cities and how can we use the
evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT) to improve the quality
of the smart city. Several efforts have been made on the Internet
of Things to improve the reliability and the productivity of public
infrastructure. Many problems have been handled and controlled
by the IoT such as vehicle traffic congestion, road safety and
the inefficient use of car parking spaces. This work introduces
a novel technique based on a distributed cloud architecture of
IoT to manage the parking systems combined with a distributed
swarm intelligence technique using the Ant System algorithm to
improve the process of finding the nearest car parking in the
minimum time based on the state of traffic on this road. This
prototype will help drivers to find the nearest car parking and
improve the exploitation of the available car parking in the city.
Keywords—Intelligent traffic system; internet of things; swarm
intelligent; ant colony optimization; vehicle routing system; multiagent system; smart parking system; smart cities; cloud computing
system

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The theory of internet of things (IoT) began with objects
as a pre-identified devices. Those devices can be controlled,
tracked and monitored by using a remote system connected
through the internet. IoT is based on the internet that will be
used as a link of communication between things and physical
objects (devices) through a network of communication. This
new concept is based on two words “internet” and “things”,
the first element presents the most tool of communication
between several entities (computers, phones, tablets, servers,
etc.) based on a set of protocols of communications to achieve
the processes of (in/out) of data between several entities.
The second word “Things” presents a physical or logical
devices or objects viewed as a final device on this network
system. IoT, in general, presents a set of devices used for
data transfer between a set of entities toward organizing and
managing units to analyze the received data. These things are
combined with embedded devices that allow them to compute
and communicate with the available devices in the network.

Actually, a city can be viewed as a smart city [8], [19],
[20] by making the majority of his areas smart, such as
water supply distribution, electricity distribution policy, smart
transport distribution [11], [23] and smart health-care vehicles.
Making the majority of these entities smart will lead us to
build a smart city. Vehicle traffic control [1], [14] is one of
the famous problems faced by each city. Hence, several works
have been done to control and manage traffic jam based on
traffic signal control [2], smart parking distribution system [4],
[17] and smart route navigation [6]. The idea of building a
smart city is now possible with the evolution of the internet of
things and one of the main issues of the smart city is to find a
new concept to control traffic road [2], [22] and managing car
parking places [5]. Recently, in big cities, the object of finding
available parking space [18] is become a serious problem and
even is become harder with the increase in the number of
vehicles on the road. In order to solve this problem, the new
smart cities should take this problem into consideration which
leads us to decrease the searching time for parking slots and
decrease the traffic flow on the route. In the case of parking
systems, the driver needs some smart solutions that inform
them about the available car parking around them based on the
available embedded devices. Many modern cities have decided
to implement a set of sensors and devices technologies based
on the concept of IoT to control and manage all the traffic
data on the city. Actually, several systems have been made for
car parking system that allow the driver to receive real-time
information about the state of parking slots and the available
parking on a specific area in the city only based on the web
pages or using mobile applications. Each parking, use a set of
sensors to control and manage the state of parking slots.
In this wrok, a new concept of smart parking system will
be developed to reduce the time consumed by the driver to find
an available parking space to park his vehicle also to reduce
the traffic flow in the city [18]. Based on such a system, the
user will be able to find the nearest parking spaces and they
will propose for them the shortest path (in terms of distance
and road traffic) to arrive at the location of the parking. In
this work, a distributed solution will be introduced to find the
available parking slots for a driver based on the technology
of IoT and propose to him the shortest path in terms of the
distance and the traffic flow to arrive in the best conditions
based on the technique of the ant colony optimization [26].
The system allows users to choose the optimal route to reach
their destination by looking for the nearest car parking around
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of them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II looks at previous works which are related to the parking
routing system, Section III describes the IOT concept and
background. Section IV formalizes the problem of parking
routing system based on the services provided by the IOT
technologies. The ACO concepts are described in Section
V. The distributed solution for the parking system based on
the technologies of IOT and the AS optimization method is
shown in Section VI. Section VII looks at on our simulation
results based on a multi-agent environment for the parking
system (PS), the paper ends with a conclusion and offers some
research direction for the future.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

In this work [5], the authors propose a new advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAs) which aim to detect vacant
parking slots, then the selected parking will be recommended
to this driver. The proposed system will start searching for
the available parking slots and help the driver to arrive at this
parking based on a guiding monitoring system dedicated to this
task. When the driver arrives at the parking, the system will
inform the others parking with the state of the newly available
slots on this parking.

hard devices like (Personal computer or mobile phones) to
enormous computers named as datacenters. This architecture
will help us to improve the quality of our services by allowing
all users to access to data using the internet and the newly
provided services are no more centralized because in CC
we talk about distributing data between users using internet
services.
III.

IOT L ITERATURE AND BACKGROUND R EVIEW

The technology of IoT is playing an important role in the
network of smart technologies, so it should be able to ensure
a continuous connection between unlimited smart things to
the internet. Based on such technology, we need to define a
standard template for the IoT architecture that will be used to
prepare a smart environment based on the technologies of IoT.
In the architecture (Fig. 1), we have three levels defined on this
system: Presentation, Middleware, Hardware level. Different
architectures have been proposed in this context but all of them
are based on these three layers. The Hardware level control and
manage the set of physical sensors and embedded objects, the
second level propose the set of components that will be used
for the cloud computing and finally, the presentation level, used
for proposing a visible vision for the final user based on some
human interfaces, etc.

Other solutions have been made to solve the traffic jam
problems by using the internet of vehicles combined with
the cloud computing and the big data to control and manage
the traffic routing system and made some optimal paths for
vehicles and guiding them toward the available parking. In this
work [24] a novel approach for routing vehicles to reach their
destinations including parking spaces in the minimum time.
The proposed system provides an intelligent travel guiding
system that helps the driver in the urban area and avoid routes
with a higher level of traffic congestion.
A genetic algorithm (GA) has been implemented in the
parking routing system to provide a new strategy based on the
behaviour of the GA to solve the problem of the parking systems. Authors in paper [25], create a new intelligent solution
to find a series of best spaces of the moving cars at a parking
space. With this method, they can route the vehicle inside the
parking to achieve the best free slot in the minimum time.
The object of this paper [2] is to propose a new model
that implement traffic system things to manage and control
the state of the road network remotely. They propose a smart
adaptive traffic system connected to a set of things using the
internet which allows them to retrieve real-time information at
each moment. The data collected from different components
are controlled and analyzed by the traffic control office. The
obtained data will allow as to evaluate the state of the road
network at a specific area. Also, this system is able to help
drivers by giving them real-time information about the traffic
flow around this area.
In this work [3], authors try to give us the basic route
to take into consideration when we implement the services
of IoT, because users can access to anything only by using
the Internet services over lightweight devices, also know all
services are shared between user based on the new concept
of cloud computing in which knowledge is moved away from

Fig. 1. The standard IoT architecture

A. Physical Level
The physical layer is based on a set of physical sensors and
objects and the data received from those entities are collected
to be analyzed and used for managing those entities. All the
received information will be forwarded toward the middleware
level using a secure channel of communication. Finally, all the
data collected from those objects are stored and collected at
this physical level.
B. Middleware Level
In this level, we will forward the data collected from
the higher layer to the cloud system, we can use several
technologies to transfer information such as 4G GSM, Wi-Fi,
ZigBee, Ethernet, Bluetooth, etc. All the process is secured
using TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) protocols and the
data are transferred using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol)
or FTP (File Transfer Protocol) mechanism. On the other hand,
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this layer has the ability to retrieve data from the cloud and
help the physical layer in step of collecting the data. Based
on this level, we can develop a set of applications which
implement and re-use the received data to propose several
solutions only based on the interconnected objects inside this
platform.

C. Application Level
This level proposes a set of services for customers, it
handles all the requests and the responses according to the
parameters set for each request. We know that our architecture
is based on cloud IoT system, so according to this request,
this layer can search and find the set of objects that can give
us such kind of information. This one is the main interface
between human and cloud IoT. Actually, we see the combination of IoT with cloud computing to improve the quality of
services provided by both of them. The IoT can improve his
technologies such as the links of communication and storage
process, energy consumption by implementing the unlimited
resources of cloud computing. Basically, the platforms of cloud
computing dedicated to the IoT technologies can be viewed as
an intermediate actors between applications and things in the
IoT network, in order to reduce all the functionalities and the
complexities for preparing a good environment to run these
applications. Several factors will push us to think about the
strategy of combining the IoT with cloud computing such as:
•

The Availability: with the new improvement on the
cloud, the availability of resources are an important
element especially with the cloud integration which
aims to keep alive the set of resources running and up
on time based on some services built for this job.

•

Processing power: in the IoT environment we are
using a set of sensors with limited processing capacity
and when the sensor collect and capture the data it
should be transferred to more powerful devices and
objects where we can apply the rest of processing
to retrieve the information needed from these things.
With the help of cloud technologies, we can benefit
from the real-time and the parallel processing performed by the cloud network.

IV.

OVERVIEW OF THE S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE

The overview of the problem of parking routing system
[18] can be described as showing in (Fig. 2), based on this
architecture we can see that our system combines several
entities which are distributed on the whole infrastructure and
interconnected with each other based on the cloud computing
platform. Some of these elements are viewed as intelligent
components which are able to improve the quality of the
collected data and send it to the next agent that will use this
input data and propose a set of solutions for the final users.
In the beginning, we need to identify all the set of entities
that will work in our architecture such as parking places,
road sensors, traffic road, road network, etc. Then we need
to evaluate the state of the traffic road based on the set of
pre-installed RSU (Road Sensor’s Units) combined with the
Google Traffic Services that allow us to retrieve the traffic
flow on a specific area. In parallel with this process, we will
find the optimal path [26] that will be followed by the driver
to arrive at the nearest parking place to his location.

Fig. 2. Decentralized architecture for Managing the traffic road and parking
system in a Smart City

A. Preparation of the Infrastructure
•

•

Middleware services: based on the cloud computing
we can use the set of the link of communication
used to transfer and tracking and managing objects
from any where only using the internet (such as, 4G,
Ethernet, Wi-Fi, etc.). With this remote technology,
IoT can control and communicate with any types of
things using remote communication.
Storage limit: In the IoT architecture, we have a set of
data collected from several things on the environment,
we know that each thing has a limited storage capacity
so the data collected or received by those devices
should be transferred to the main agent that collect
this information from various objects. then, the storage
services provided by the cloud can help the IoT object
to share and visualize the data from any places through
specific web services.

As shown in (Fig. 2), we need to locate all the available
parking places and try to keep an eye on the state of available
places at each parking, this task is done based on a set
of sensors pre-installed on each parking which allow us to
compute the number of available places on each parking, this
collected data will be shared with a smart platform deployed
on a distributed cloud system which allows us to centralize all
these received data, we can identify the set of parking places
on a specific area based on the classical clustering mechanism
to select the set of nearest parking places to the position of the
driver. In our case, each parking is controlled by an intelligent
agent, this one is able to share real-update data about the state
of slots on this parking at each moment. The cloud agent is
able to communicate with these agents using TCP/IP network
communication, based on this technology we can say that our
infrastructure is remotely distributed.
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B. Cloud Parking Routing System
When the cloud agent receives a request from the driver
that search for a nearest parking slot, the system will catch the
GPS coordinates of the driver and create an area around this
position (Fig. 3), based on this area we can define the set of
nearest parking places that are inside this area (we are based
on the linear distance between the position of the driver and
the pre-stored position of parking places in this area). When
the set of available parking slots are defined, the system will
prepare the path planning that will be followed by the driver
toward one of those parking based on the state of the traffic
road in this area and the total distance of the trip between the
driver and the parking position. To get the state of traffic on
this area, we are based on the RSU that allow us to retrieve the
number of vehicles at a specific route and we call the Google
Traffic services that give us a road network combined with
traffic road. In this step, we can say that our road network
for this specific area around the driver is completely prepared,
then we will be able to call our distributed strategy to find
the optimal path between the location of the driver and the set
of parking places, in our problem the best path is viewed in
terms of two elements: the total distance of the trip and the
total time consumed to arrive at the location of the parking
which is related to the traffic flow on this path. At the end
of this process, our system will allow us to choose between a
set of alternatives routes, each route will lead us to a specific
parking in this area.

Fig. 3. Cloud Parking Clustering

V.

T HE P RINCIPLE OF BASIC A NT C OLONY
O PTIMIZATION

The ant colony optimization (ACO) technique is inspired
by the behaviour of real ants in searching for food sources.
Ants are initially started their journey by finding food sources
randomly. If an ant finds a food source, it will leave a chemical
substance named pheromone on the route used toward the
source food when it returns back to their nest. It can appear
that multiple ants find the same food source but with several
trails. The amount of pheromone on routes will attract ants to
use this trail. However, the best path or the shortest path will
be more selected by the majority of ants and the amount of
pheromone on this path will increase according to the number
of ants that use this path. As time passes, we will see the

majority of ants will take the same path to the food source
which is considered as the optimal route to the given food.
The main objective of the ACO algorithms is to create a
set of artificial ants inspired by the behaviour of real ants,
they can build and find optimal solutions for combinatorial
problems [9], [26], and it was used to solve complex problems
[10] such as the travelling salesman problem (TSP), the vehicle
routing problem (VRP). The artificial agents (ants) are created
to find the best paths or optimal solutions. The process is
based on sequential iterations to improve the quality of the
proposed solution, also it takes into consideration the previous
solutions to help agents to find optimal solutions in the next
iteration. Many pieces of information are shared between ants
by the proposed artificial pheromone, at each iteration a new
amount of pheromone is updated according to the quality of
each created solution. The algorithm monitoring the state of
pheromone generated by each agent according to the goodness
of the solutions. On the other hand, the amount of pheromone
will decrease according to the evaporation process in order to
avoid convergence to local optimum solutions. The system will
repeat the same behaviour until the stop condition is met.
In the real world, ants are able to find the shortest
path between their nest and food sources [21] by exploring
the environment based on a chemical substance called
pheromone, which is released by ants on the routes they
travel. The proposed Ant System (AS) algorithm [15] is a
procedure used to simulate the behaviour of real ants by
producing a new mechanism for artificial ants that produces
the same behaviour of real ants, with the addition of several
attributes that helps the system to converge toward optimal
solutions in minimum time. The different ACO algorithms
depend on the nature of the problem and the solution for the
problem [27], so the parameters of each algorithm are based
on what the user needs to search for and how the nature of
the environment will be used by applying the technique of the
ACO. The AS is based on a set of predefined steps defined
as follows (Algorithm 1):
Graph description: artificial entities will move between a
set of discrete nodes in a discrete space. Since the problem
solved by the AS algorithm is viewed as a discrete problem,
they can be modelled by a graph built from nodes and edges.
Artificial ants preparation: a set of ants are distributed on
the declared nodes in the proposed graph, the number of ants
increases the collection of the generated solution since each
ant is viewed as a candidate for the given problem.
Ants probability transition: ants are based on a probabilistic
transition to move between vertex which is based on two main
parameters, which includes the pheromone and a heuristic
approach that defines the nature of the optimized problem.
The AS pseudocode paremeter desrciption:
•

Nnodes : list of available nodes on the map.

•

Rroutes : list of available routes on the map.

•

Aants : number of ants used to find the bests solutions.

•

bestroute : contain the best solution computed after all
ants finished their jobs.
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Algorithm 1: AS pseudocode algorithme
Input: Nnodes ,Rroutes ,Aants
Result: bestroute
1 foreach Ai in Aants do
2
foreach Ni in Nnodes do
// Apply a probabilistic
transition based on pheromone
and heuristic parameter to
select best next move and add
this node to CR: collection
of node
3
n = select next node() ;
4
Cn = n ;
5
end
// Apply a local update of
pheromone to the path visited
by this ant
6
update pheromone(Cn ) ;
// Add constructed path to list of
proposed routes
7
bestroute = Cn ;
8 end

•

select next node(): this function implement the
equation 1 to find the next node to visited (j) when
the ant is on node i.

•

Cn : represents the set of already visited nodes by the
given ant.

•

update pheromone(Cn ) : apply the function 2 for
updating the value of pheromone on the set of visited
nodes and routes.

At the beginning of the search process, a consistent amount
of pheromone is assigned to all arcs and the cost assigned to
each arc can be defined according to the nature of the problem.
For each ant in the colony, it will start its own trip by visiting
the set of available nodes in this graph. Node selection will
be based on a probabilistic transition by using the amount
of pheromone and heuristic data according to the function
selec next node(). The visited nodes will be appended to
the trip followed by the ant. When the current ant visits all
existing nodes in the graph, it will then apply a local update of
pheromoneupdate pheromone() by adding more pheromone
on the set of routes visited during its search process. The
current behavior will be repeated until all ants complete the
existing nodes on the given graph. The system will allow us
to select the best routes between the proposed solutions by
ranking those solutions according to the length of each trip.
VI.

T HE PARKING ROUTING SYSTEM BASED ON THE
COMBINED WITH THE TECHNIQUE OF THE ACO

share this information with our cloud platform to be taken
into consideration in the process of computing the optimal
route for the driver. As shown in the previous section, the AS
algorithm is based on the amount of pheromone to define the
best routes visited by the majority of artificial ants. We will
take the number of vehicles between two connected RSUs
and correlate it with the amount of pheromone. So, if the
number of vehicles is higher on this route so the amount of
pheromone on this route will be the same. The number of
vehicles passed between RSUs is automatically synchronized
with the cloud system. This information will be used to
evaluate the traffic flow between those intersections and we
consider the number of stopping vehicles as the amount of
pheromone on this route. This means that the pheromone
density level is related to the number of non-moving vehicles
on this route. The main objective of our work is to implement
the behavior of the AS algorithm to search for all the best
routes which have less number of vehicles (less traffic flow)
and encourage the driver to go towards the route with less
traffic flow. To better understand how we can implement
the technique of the AS with the IOT technology [13], [16]
we define the amount of the pheromone as the number of
stopping cars in the line also we need to view the inverse of
the original behavior of the AS algorithm by avoiding edges
with higher amounts of pheromone and follow only routes
with less number of vehicles (less amount of pheromone).
Based on the state of the route received from the set of RSU
and from the service of Google Traffic we can decide which
route will be taken by the driver.
The road network will be viewed as a graph made from a
set of intersections (nodes) and Routes (edges). In our case,
nodes present the set of parking places and routes it will be
the set of existing routes between those places. This graph will
be presented as follows: G = (I, R) Where I=(I1 ,I2 ,...,In )
is the set of parking places and R is the set of routes. The
main objective of this layout is to guide vehicles to the nearest
parking in the fastest time while avoiding traffic on the road
network. Avoiding traffic is done by skipping routes with a
higher number of non-moving vehicles, and traffic flow delays.
Each Rij is identified by the distance dij and traffic flow Tij .
The time consumed to traverse Rij is not dependent on the
time consumed to traverse other routes because each route has
its individual number of non-moving vehicles controlled by
the RSU and the information provided by Google Traffic. The
final goal is to find the optimal solution that minimizes two
constraints, such as the distance and time consumed to finish
the trip. So, in this problem, we will try to use two parameters
(distance, traffic flow) to find the best path. The vehicle will
apply a probabilistic transition to move from an intersection
Ii towards Ij according to the rule below:

IOT

The main goal of our work is to help drivers to find
the nearest parking places based on two parameters such
as the distance between the current location of the vehicle
and the parking slot combined with the state of the traffic
on these proposed routes. To collect the state of the road
we use a set of Road Sensors Units (RSU) that are able
to compute the number of vehicles at a specific route and

Tij (it)α dij (it)β
α
β
l∈ω Til (it) dil (it)

pm
ij (it) = P

(1)

This is where the parameter (α, β) controls the influence
of the traffic flow (pheromone) and the distance on the prepared solution. The parameter ω is the set of the non-visited
intersections. The level of the traffic flow (pheromone) will
evaporate (ρ rate of evaporation) depending on the information
received from the RSU (the rate of the non-moving vehicles
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on this route). The traffic flow update is done according to this
equation:
Tij = (1 − ρ).Tij + ∆ij

(2)

The argument ∆ij is related to the driver to see whether
the vehicle has already visited this route Rij . The new amount
of traffic added on this route can be computed as follows:
N
k
X
Rij
∆ij =
t (k)
n=1 m

(3)

tm(k) represents the time needed to cross the distance dij
of the route Rij by the vehicle k based on the speed (ωk )
allowed on the route and the number of the available Nonmoving cars.
tm(k) =

dij
ω(k)

(4)

So, at each intersection, a vehicle will try to select the next
intersection based on (Equation 1) and will then select this
route based on two parameters: the distance and the traffic
flow. The system will repeat the cycle until the destination is
reached or the stop condition is met. At the end, the system will
show the best routes that exists between the two locations. For
each route, they will give us the total travel time consumed to
cross this route with the total length (km) of this trip. (Equation
1) can be transformed into:
Tij (it)α dij (it)1−α
α
1−α
l∈ω Til (it) dil (it)

pm
ij (it) = P
VII.

(5)

A D ISTRIBUTED S TRATEGY FOR THE PARKING
ROUTING S YSTEM

In this section, we describe the main architecture for the
proposed distributed parking system which is based on several
actors that collaborate together in asynchronous behaviour to
build a smart parking system for vehicles in the city. The main
actors that collaborate into our proposed system (Fig. 4) are
a distributed agents each one of them works in a separate
environment by sharing with other agents a set of parameters
that are used to help drivers to find the best parking slot in the
area.
A. Parking Sensors Units
In our parking infrastructure we are based on a set of
sensors to control the number of vehicles (in/out) that visit
our parking, also we use a set of infrared sensors under
the category of Passive Infrared (PIF), those components are
wirelessly connected to the Parking Agent (PA) which is
modelled by a raspberry pi component using TCP/IP protocol
which allows us to communicate using wifi network. So the
PA will be able to communicate with those sensors and get
the number of the available slots depending on the number of
vehicles that leave the parking based on a simple equation by
minus the number of vehicles inside the parking according to
the number of vehicles that leave the parking from the outdoor
sensor.

Fig. 4. Multi-agents architecture for managing the parking system based on
the cloud control strategy

B. Parking Agent Unit
The Parking Agent Unit (PAU) is represented by a raspberry pi component, which is a microprocessor on a chip. This
agent performs as an intermediate between the cloud routing
system and sensors. All the sensors are remotely connected to
the Path Finder Agent Unit. In this unit, we can find several
GPIO (General Purpose Input/Output) pins, which act as an
input data that allow us to connect all the available sensors in
the parking. To control the process of communication between
sensors and PAU we use an executable script writing with
NodeJS programming language to read all the data received
from the different GPIO and then transfer this data to the cloud
routing system. So, we can say that our PAU will collect all
data and share them with the cloud system. This data will
be interpreted by other agents to select the best parking and
compute the optimal path for vehicles to reach this parking.
C. Path Finder Agent and Cloud Services
In this cloud platform, we installed a dedicated server
that acts as a receiver agent which collects all the data and
saves it into NoSQL databases, in these databases we store
all information about each parking agent such as the GPS
coordinates of this parking and the real-time information about
the available slots on this parking. In the other hand, we make
a specific agent that creates a set of clustering area to group
the nearest parking in a specific area, based on this clustering
strategy the PFA can be able to fetch only the nearest area to
the vehicle and optimizing the search process for the nearest
parking. Also, the server can handle all the request of the
users connected to our system that aims to find some available
parking, according to each request, the system will invoke the
PFA to respond on this demand and find an optimal solution
to each request based on the available data on the server.
In parallel, we define a cron job which is running at each
new subscribed parking added to the list of available parking
connected to our cloud system, this cron job execute a python
script which create a set of clustering area each one of them
contain the set of nearest parking, so at the end of this script
we can see a set of groups, each one is viewed as an area that
contains several parking. These areas will be used by the PFA
to propose only the nearest parking to the driver and reduce
the process of fetching for the nearest parking to the actual
location of the driver.
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As we can resume, the main function of this agent is to
answer on two questions (Fig. 5) such as finding the set of
parking that contains some available slots, to find the available
parking we use the predefined clustering data performed by
our cronjob, at the beginning the PFA will take the position
of the vehicle and fetch in his local database for the nearest
area to this location. Secondly, we help the driver to arrive
at this parking in the minimum time and with a safety way
by avoiding road with a huge traffic jam. To do this job, we
are based on the technique of the AS to compute the optimal
path that can be followed by the driver to arrive in the best
conditions. So here we use a set of artificial ants named as
worker agents (WA), each one of them will explore the graph
(Fig. 6) made by our PFA, to build this graph we are based
on the Google Maps API that helps us to create a map made
from a set of intersection and several routes (edges) that are
used to link between those intersections. To create this graph
we are based on the actual location of the driver and the set
of available parking places from the clustering done by our
dedicated server, so based on this clustering we reduce the
area that will be explored by our worker agents to find optimal
routes between the driver and the set of nearest parking to the
location of the vehicle. When the graph is made, each WA
will try to visit the set of intersections between the location
of the vehicle toward the proposed parking by the PFA, this
work is done based on a probabilistic formula defined in the
(Equation 1) which is based on two parameters are the linear
distance and the level of traffic jam between the two adjacent
intersections, when a WA visits all the available intersection
it will be able to return back to the PFA with the optimal
path that exists between the driver and the parking location.
After all the worker agents complete their tours, the PFA will
collect all the proposed paths and select the best one of them
in terms of the distance and traffic jam, then this best route
will be transferred to the driver to help them to arrive at this
parking slot.

Fig. 5. Flow diagram to find a parking place for the driver

D. Vehicle Unit
This component is a hybrid application (Mobile/Web application) dedicated to being used as an interface of communication between the driver and the parking routing system

Fig. 6. Process of finding the best parking slot using the artificial ant agent

through the cloud platform system. The application is made
based on Ionic framework that combines Apache Cordova and
AngularJS framework. This hybrid application can run on both
mobile systems (Android/iOS). The application is connected to
our back-office system deployed on the dedicated server, the
process of communication is based on HTTP communication
using JSON format to transfer data between these two entities.
The driver can ask for finding the nearest parking place
which contains some available slots and follows the best path
proposed by the remote application to arrive on the minimum
time and avoid traffic jams.
VIII.

S IMULATION AND R ESULTS

In this section, we present the main functions of our
distributed solution which is divided into two components:
front-end / back-end layer, the first one is used by the driver
to fetch and locate the set of nearest parking stations, this
side is represented by a web application developed based on
the HTML 5 and AngularJS framework and to deploy this
application we are based on Apache Tomcat container as a
virtual server characterized by the following properties:
•

Processor information: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E51650 v2 @ 3.50GHz, 4 cores

•

Kernel and CPU: Linux 4.13.8-1.el7.elrepo.x86 64 on
x86 64

•

Operating system: CentOS Linux 7.4.1708

•

Apache Webserver: 2.4

•

Java Version: 1.8

•

Google Maps Javascript v3.1

The main package (Fig. 7) block of our proposed solution
is the hardware package which contains (Raspberry PI, Arduino, IR sensors), in this package, our sensors are configured
to sense their surroundings and notify the Arduino module with
the real-time state of parking slots. The number of available
parking slots are transmitted to the Arduino module. Our
sensors are configured and displayed on each slot inside the
parking building to keep an open eye on the state of the parking
places.
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added to our road network, this data represents the cost of
traffic at each route on these sub-graphs. At the end of this
step, we can see that our graph is fully prepared by the set
of intersections that can be visited by the drivers which are
represented by the parking places and the actual location of the
driver. All routes on this sub-road network are characterized
by two attributes (the distance in kilometres and the number
of non-moving vehicles). In the next step, the PFA will be
able to run the distributed solution which allows us to create
a set of artificial ants to find the best paths between the actual
location of the driver and each selected parking station on this
area. At the end, the web application will show for the driver
the set of routes toward each parking and give him the total
length of the trip and the approximate travelling time to reach
the parking according to the state of traffic on this area. So
here we allow the driver to choose one of those trips.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the proposed smart parking system

To control the number of cars inside our parking building,
we use another sensor placed at each entry of the building
in the case when the parking has two entries. Each sensor
will control the number of vehicles according to the triggering
event when a vehicle passes through the detecting area of the
sensor. To get the available parking slot, we placed at each slot
an IR sensor, this one will be triggered when a car is inside
his detecting area. After a car is detected by this sensor, it will
send a notification push to the Arduino to update the state of
this slot with two flags: occupied or available. On the other
hand, we have the back-end side which is dedicated to compute
and prepare all the data for the final user of this application,
which is developed using the JADE (Java Agent Development
Environment) that allow us to create a set of distributed agents,
each one of them is able to work in parallel with other agents
and has his private behaviour that presents the functions that
will be done by this agent.
When the server handles the request of the driver, it will be
able to create a circle around the GPS coordinates of the driver,
then load all the existing parking around this circle, to fetch
those parking stations we use our local database that contains
the set of parking stations also we will show only parking with
available slots, in our case, each parking station is viewed as
a point-of-interest defined by the following attributes (latitude,
longitude, available parking slots).
When the set of candidates parking stations are identified
by our main agent, we can prepare our sub-graphs that contain
the set of intersection between the actual location of the driver
and the set of available parking stations. In Fig. 8, we can see
the sub-road network created by the PFA, to put the state of
traffic on this sub-area we are based on two remote services
such as the RSU inside this area and the Google Traffic
services. The data collected from the two services will be

Fig. 8. Best path planning for a driver using the smart parking system
strategy

Several scenarios have been made to see if our distributed
strategy can be adopted in real life to help the driver into their
daily needs. The first simulation has shown positive feedback
and good results, but to see the efficiency of our method we
should compare those results with other methods based on
the same parameters to see if our strategy can give us useful
feedback in terms of three constraints such as the length of
the trip and the travelling time consumed on each trip and
finally the time consumed by the prposed method to give
as this solution (the best path between the driver location
and the nearest parking station). As we can see that in this
paper we are based on the techniques of swarm intelligent to
build this solution, so we choose to compare our proposed
solution with a combinatory method named as the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7] method to evaluate the results
proposed by the two methods. The PSO was developed for
continuous multi-objectives problems which try to find optimal
solutions based on the collective behaviour of all those swarms
methods [12], [28]. The PSO was proposed by Eberhart and
Kennedy and was inspired by the behaviour of social bird
flocking in nature. In the PSO algorithm, we are based on the
mechanism of moving the better particles solutions locations
in the solution space. The movement’s system is controlled by
the set of individuals and the best positions candidates. The
PSO can propose the best solutions in a very fast convergence
process due to a sample of two items such as memorizing
individual best experiences (Pbest ) and information sharing of
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the best global experiences (Gbest ). Also, the best-proposed
solution Gbest will be equal to the proposed solution of the best
particle Pbest in this solution space. Recently, this algorithm
has been extended by adding the criteria of inertia weight.
The application of this algorithm has covered multiple domains
especially the vehicle routing problem which aims to find
the set of alternative routes for a given set of vehicles by
generating a kind of path planning. In this algorithm we are
based on a set of sequences iterations, each one of them
has two steps such as clustering the set of heuristic input
data in our case the set of parking stations by applying the
district PSO algorithm and secondly we will be able to call
the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm to help as in the
process of discovering the space solutions. But, based on this
mechanism we will spend much time in case of solving large
scale of problems, so many improvements have been made on
this algorithm to upgrade them to give as effective solutions
for combinatorial problems. This improvement has been done
by injecting another swarm intelligent methods such as ACO,
Genetic Algorithm (GA), Tabu Search algorithm (TS), each
one of those algorithms is used in a specific step on the PSO
algorithm iterations.
TABLE I. S IMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THE D ISTRIBUTED PARKING
S YSTEM (DPS)
Parameter
Development environment
Number of request
Road Topology
Number of artificial agents
Rate of evaporation ρ
Parameter Q
Parameter β
Parameter α

Value
Eclipse Luna & JADE
[10 − 200]
[5 − 60]
[10, 30, 60]
0.1
1
0.1
0.2

To evaluate the performance of our proposed strategy, we
are based on twelves scenarios (bins) (each scenario is viewed
as a graph made from a set of parking stations and routes),
for each one of those bins, we evaluate our proposed strategy
compared with the PSO algorithm to see the different result
provided for each bin, the number of parking stations into
each bin is limited because our strategy is applied in the city
so the number of parking at a specific area will be limited.
The result provided by each simulation describes the total
distance of the trip between the current location of the driver
toward each nearest parking station inside his area, the total
time consumed to find the best trip for each map. So, we will
find the best path that exists between the current position of
the driver toward each selected parking station. In our case,
we assume that a set of initial parameters are predefined by
the configuration of the system such as the speed limit which
is equal to 45 Km per hour because our system is applied in
the city which means that the speed of the vehicle is limited.
More parameters are used in our implementation to configure
the AS algorithm which is based on a set of local parameters
used for controlling the convergence of our program. In Table
1, we can see the rest of the parameters used for our simulation.
Firstly, we compare the performance of both solutions in
terms of the total distance of each selected parking slot in the
sub-area of the driver. The performance result proves that using
our distributed strategy approach, a vehicle can reduce the

length of his trip only by following the shortest path proposed
by this distributed method (Fig. 9) than the PSO approaches.
Each scenario defines a road network combined with a set
of parking stations and routes. The distance retrieved from the
two approaches represents the total distance of the trip between
the start and the destination of the driver. Due to the fact that
the distributed approach uses more than one constraint to select
the optimal route (such as the traffic data on the route and the
linear distance) to propose the best paths and help the driver
to reduce the length of his trip to achieve the nearest parking
station, it performs better than the PSO algorithm. Simulation
feedback, show that the proposed strategy works as well as
the PSO algorithm for proposing the optimal path with the
minimum travelling distance.
In the next level, we can see that the distributed system aim
to reduce the travelling time consumed by the driver based on
the AS algorithm by selecting only route with less traffic jam,
and based on this mechanism we can reduce the total travelling
time consumed by the vehicle to finish his trip. In our case
we are based on a set of intelligent agents that implement a
probabilistic rule which combine two parameters such as the
distance and the traffic data, so, even if one route can be short
in terms of distance we should evaluate the traffic jams on
this route. We can say that based on this distributed solution
we will search for the optimal one in terms of those two
constraints (distance, traffic jam). As we can conclude based
on the output of the system (Fig. 10), our distributed method
reduce the rate of traveling time for all the given scenarios
(for each size of bins) compared with the result provided by
the PSO solution, because in this last one, we are based only
on the linear distance between all the parking stations on each
population and we not take into consideration the travelling
time required to cross those nodes. So based on those elements,
the distributed solution gives us the set of best paths that can
be chosen by the driver for each nearest parking station inside
the area of this driver.
Finally, we compare the required time consumed to compute and find the optimal solution for the given request by
computing the time from handling the request toward the
preparation of the best path that will be taken by the driver.
The output data, show that our distributed strategy takes
advantage of the parallel system to search and prepare the best
solutions in a minimum time, also the strategy is based on a
set of agents which they work in parallel to reduce the time
consumed for arriving at the optimal solution, on the other
hand, in the basic strategy ( PSO Algorithm) we are based on
a sequential process, which consumes more memory and CPU
time. Compared with the PSO algorithm (Fig. 11), we can see
that our proposed solution is better in terms of the quality of
the proposed solution, also our system consumes less time to
compute the best solution because of the parallel mechanism
in our strategy.
As we can conclude and based on the feedback received
from the results data we can see that the introduced method
aims to solve the problem based on three levels :
•

Searching for finding the best solutions based on the
initial constraints ( in our case we need to take into
consideration the length of the trip and the traffic flow
on this route).
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•

Reducing the time consumed to reach the selected
parking stations which are related directly to the state
of the traffic on the routes.

•

Minimizing the time consumed to find those solutions
because in our case we are using a distributed platform
based on multiple agents, those agents are running in
parallel to find and compute those best solutions, so
the parallel behaviour is very important in our case to
win mutch time when the system is started.

So the power of this method is represented by the distributed and the parallel process of communication between
agents to compute and find the best solutions for this problem,
also, in this recent year’s several techniques have been made
to improve the process of communication between entities
which aim to reduce the time consumed for sharing useful data
between them. Here, we are using this distributed behaviour
to build a new concept of IoT combined with the ACO which
will help us to define a new framework that implements the
ACO on a distributed platform based on a set of intelligent
agents.

Fig. 9. Average total distance of the trip using the PSO and DPS strategy

Fig. 11. Comparaison of average execution time to find the optimal solution
between PSO and DPS

new possibilities to improve the services provided by our cities
and transfer them to a smart cities. In this paper, we tried
to create a new strategy of the parking routing system based
on the internet of things combined with a distributed swarm
intelligent method to improve the quality of the proposed
solutions. At this position, the presented solution aims to
help drivers to find the nearest parking places by taken into
consideration a set of constraints such as the total travelling
time to achieve this parking and the state of traffic road to
reach this parking station, so based on these constraints, our
solution implements a distributed architecture which contains
a set of distributed intelligent agents each one of them has a
predefined behaviour. The role of this system is to find the
best shortest paths between the location of the driver and the
available parking stations. As shown in the result section, we
can said that our system will be a useful solution for driver to
find the nearest parking slot in a given area and give them the
best path planning to reach this parking based on the technique
of the ant colony optimization which is dedicated for solving
problem attached to the vehicle routing system.
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